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Abstract�

Despite widespread industrial application of harmonic drives�
mathematical representation of their dynamics has not been
fully addressed� In this paper a systematic way to capture and
rationalize the dynamic behavior of the harmonic drive systems
is developed� Simple and accurate models for compliance� hys�
teresis� and friction are proposed� and the model parameters are
estimated using least�squares approximation for linear and non�
linear regression models� A statistical measure of variation is
de�ned� by which the reliability of the estimated parameter for
di�erent operating condition� as well as the accuracy and in�
tegrity of the proposed model is quanti�ed� By these means� it
is shown that a linear sti�ness model best captures the behavior
of the system when combined with a good model for hysteresis�
Moreover� the frictional losses of harmonic drive are modelled
at both low and high velocities� The model performance is as�
sessed by comparing simulations with the experimental results
on two di�erent harmonic drives� Finally� the signi�cance of
individual components of the nonlinear model is assessed by a
parameter sensitivity study using simulations�

I� Introduction

Developed in ���� primarily for aerospace applications�
harmonic drives are high�ratio and compact torque trans�
mission systems� Harmonic drive transmission employs a
non�rigid gear called �exspline for speed reduction� As a
consequence� the transmission sti�ness is lower than that
in conventional transmissions� Furthermore� the nonlinear
relation between the input and the output torques makes
it more challenging to control the system� Following this
impetus for investigation� several researchers have made
valuable contributions to the technological status and con�
trol of harmonic drive systems� The Russians were perhaps
the 	rst to initiate substantial research on the dynamic be�
havior of harmonic drives 
��� 
���� 
��� More recently Tut�
tle and Seering devoted an extensive e�ort to model the

Fig� �� Harmonic drive components

sti�ness� positioning accuracy� gear tooth�meshing mech�
anism and friction of harmonic drives 
���� Their experi�
mental observations show that the velocity response to step
commands in motor current are not only contaminated by
serious vibration� but also by unpredictable jumps� The
velocity response observations were used to guide the de�
velopment of a series of models with increasing complexity
for harmonic drive behavior� Their most complex model
involve kinematic error� nonlinear sti�ness� and gear�tooth
interface with frictional losses�

Kircanski and Goldenberg have also attempted to model
the harmonic drive in detail 
���� They used the drive sys�
tem in contact with a sti� environment� as opposed to the
free�motion experiments used by Tuttle and Seering 
����
They illustrated that for their case� nonlinear sti�ness�
hysteresis and friction are more tractable� Simple mod�
els for soft�windup� hysteresis and friction were proposed
and the parameters were identi	ed by restrained motion
experiments�

Hsia 
��� Legnani 
���� Marilier 
���� Chedmail et al� 
��
and Sey�erth 
��� are among others who attempted to
model the sti�ness� friction and position accuracy of har�
monic drive systems� All these researchers noted the inher�
ent di�culties in 	nding an accurate model for the system�

In this paper a moderately complex model of harmonic
drive system is developed� Constrained and free motion
experiments are use to identify the model parameters and
illustrate the 	delity of the model for two di�erent types
of harmonic drive systems� It is shown that a linear sti��
ness model for sti�ness combined with a velocity dependent
structural damping model can replicate the hysteresis tor�
sion curve of the system for restrained motion experiments�
The frictional losses of the transmission has been modelled
using Coulomb friction� Viscous damping and Stribeck fric�
tion� Both high speed� and low speed friction terms has
been identi	ed using free and constrained motion experi�
ments respectively� Finally� the simulation of the system
built in Simulink has been used to verify the model by
experiments� It has been veri	ed that the simulation accu�
rately predicts the experiments�

II� Experimental Setup

Two harmonic drive testing stations were used to mon�
itor the behaviour of two di�erent harmonic drives� In
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both setups the harmonic drive is driven by a DC motor�
and a load inertia is used to simulate the robot arm for
free�motion experiments� Also a positive locking system
is designed such that the output load can be locked to
the ground� In the 	rst setup� a brushed DC motor from
Electro�Craft� model ����������� is used� Its weight is
���� Kg� with maximum rated torque of ��� Nm� and
torque constant of ���� Nm�amp� The servo ampli	er
is a � Watts Electro�Craft power amp model Max���
���� The harmonic drive in this setup is from RHS se�
ries of HD systems model RHS�����CC�SP� with gear
ratio of ���� and rated torque of � Nm� In the sec�
ond setup the DC motor is a brushless Kollmorgen Inland
motor� model RBE�����A� Its weight is ��� gr� with
maximum rated torque of ��� Nm� and torque constant
of ����� Nm�amp� The servo ampli	er is a FAST Drive
Kollmorgen� model FD �� �E�� The harmonic drive is
from CFS series of HD Systems� Inc� with gear ratio �����
and rated peak torque of ��� Nm�

In the 	rst experimental setup� the circular spline is 	xed
to the ground and the output is carried by the �exspline�
while in the other setup� the �exspline is 	xed and the
circular spline is used for output rotation� By this ar�
rangement� the behavior of the transmission under di�erent
operating con	gurations can be examined� Each setup is
equipped with a tachometer to measure the motor veloc�
ity� and an encoder on the load side to measure the output
position� The output torque is measured by a Wheatstone
bridge of strain gauges mounted directly on the �exspline

���� and the current applied to the DC motor is measured
from the servo ampli	er output� These signals were pro�
cessed by several data acquisition boards and monitored by
a C�� Challenger processor executing compiled computer
C codes 
����

III� Modelling and Identification

The goal of modelling the harmonic drive system is to
discover the simplest representation which can replicate
system performance to a desired level of accuracy� Our pur�
pose in modelling is to implement a model�based torque
control algorithm on the system� Moreover� we used the
computer model for examining and improving control laws�
before implementing them� As recommended by other re�
searchers 
���� 
���� in order to comply this objective it is
necessary to have at least a simple and accurate model
for friction� and compliance of harmonic drive systems� In
practice it has been proven that the knowledge obtained
through the process of modelling and identi	cation of the
system becomes a powerful medium for understanding� and
improving the design� as well as for providing new horizons
for controller design 
���� 
���

A complete model of harmonic drive includes the fric�
tional losses and compliance e�ect in addition to the re�
duction property of the transmission� Figure � represents
a complete model of the system� in which the friction losses
are separated into the wave generator bearing friction Tf� �
gear meshing friction Tf� � output bearing friction Tf� and
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Fig� �� Transmission model of the harmonic drive with compliance
and friction

the �exspline structural damping Tst� while Tk represents
the sti�ness of the �exspline� The position and torque bal�
ance between each two nodes can be represented by the
following equations�

�
�wg � �nwg
Twg � Tnwg � Tf�

���

�
�nwg � N � �nfs
Tnwg � �

N
Tnfs � Tf�

���

�
Tnfs � Tcfs
Tnfs � Tk � Tst

���

�
�cfs � �fs
Tfs � Tcfs � Tf�

���

The compliance model relates the sti�ness Tk and struc�
tural damping Tst to the relative torsion of the �exspline
�� � �nfs � �cfs � The following Sections III�A� and III�B
elaborate our proposed model for compliance� and friction
respectively�

A� Harmonic Drive Compliance

As described in the manufacturer�s catalogue 
��� a typi�
cal shape of the harmonic drive compliance curve is as the
experimental result of Figure �� This curve illustrates har�
monic drive nonlinear sti�ness and hysteresis� To capture
the nonlinear sti�ness behavior� manufacturers suggest us�
ing piecewise�linear approximations 
��� whereas other re�
searchers prefer a cubic polynomial approximation 
����

���� The hysteresis e�ect� however� is more di�cult to
model� and consequently it is often ignored� Recently Seyf�
ferth et al� proposed a fairly complex model to capture
the hysteresis 
���� The hysteresis in the harmonic drive
compliance pro	le is caused by structural damping of the
�exspline� The inherent coupling of sti�ness torque and
structural damping� therefore� makes it very hard to iden�
tify those separately�
We suggest that Figure � is in fact a Lissajous 	gure�

and that we identify both the sti�ness and damping of
the �exspline together using least�squares estimation� By
means of least square estimation� for each experiment a set
of parameters is obtained� However� these parameters are
deemed acceptable� only if they are consistent for other ex�
periments� By consistency we mean a statistical measure�
namely the ratio of the standard deviation to the average

value of each parameter estimated for di�erent experiments�
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If this measure is small� we have a good consistency for dif�
ferent experiments� and in other words� the model is good
enough to capture the dynamics of the system� It has been
veri	ed by simulations that having consistency measure less
than �� gives a relatively good match to the experiments

����
Linear and cubic models for compliance and many di�er�

ent models for structural damping were tried in this frame�
work� The Dahl model for friction 
��� 
��� and the Duham�
Preisach and Babuska models for hysteresis 
���� are among
the many dynamic models used to replicate the hysteresis
torsion curve� The details of these dynamic models and
their identi	cation results are elaborated in 
���� We ob�
served� however� that a linear sti�ness model accompanied
with a static model which relates the structural damping
to a power of the velocity� can best capture hysteresis be�
havior� The reason why dynamic models were not capable
of accurately predicting hysteresis in harmonic drive struc�
tural damping is that despite their dynamic relation� the
dependence of the structural damping torque to a power of
the velocity was not accommodated� Hence� our proposed
model� simpler in structure� appears to better characterize
the hysteresis� In practice the consistency measure of iden�
ti	ed parameters in our model is much less than those of
other dynamic models we examined�
Equation � gives in detail the compliance model� where

�� is the �exspline relative torsion�

Tmeas � K��� � Tstj� ��j�sign�� ��� ���

To identify the model parameters� a set of constrained mo�
tion experiments has been employed� in which the torque
Tmeas and the motor velocity have been measured� The
experiment shape functions are the same as that explained
in DC motor experiments� Equation � forms a nonlinear
regression in which K�� Tst and � are unknown� Using an
iterative least�squares solution for this nonlinear regression
model� it is found that the optimal estimate of � is very
close to ��� Consequently the structural damping can be

TABLE I

Harmonic drives estimated parameters

Harmonic Drive � Harmonic Drive �
Estimated Consist� Estimated Consist�

Parameter Measure Parameter Measure

� �

�
� �

�
�

K� ��� ���� ���� �����
Tst ���� ����� ���� ����

Jeff ��� �
��

����� ��� �
��

�����

Tvp ���� �
��

����� ���� �
��

�����

Tvn ���� �
��

����� ���� �
��

�����

Tsp ���� �
��

����� ���� �
��

�����

Tsn ���� �
��

���� ���� �
��

����
Tssp� ���� ����� ����� ����
Tssn� ���� ����� ���� �����
Tss� �� � �� �

related to the square root of the relative torsion velocity�
Figure � illustrates a typical hysteresis torsion curve 	t�
ted by the model� comparing the di�erence between the
optimal � and � � �

�
� The maximum mismatch �points

�������� and ���� ��� in Figure �� occurs when the ve�
locity is changing rapidly� otherwise� the model is approx�
imating the hysteresis curve quite accurately� By 	xing
the value of � � �

�
� Equation � forms a linear regression

model for the system and can be solved for di�erent exper�
iments� Table I summarizes the compliance parameter for
the harmonic drives of our two setups�

B� Harmonic Drive Friction

All harmonic drives exhibit power loss during opera�
tion due to transmission friction� Figure � illustrates the
schematics of the harmonic drive model� The bulk of en�
ergy dissipation can be blamed on the wave generator bear�
ing friction Tf� � gear meshing friction Tf� � output bear�
ing friction Tf� and the �exspline structural damping Tst�
Among them� most of the frictional dissipation results from
gear meshing� Also comparing the ball�bearing frictions�
Tf� is more important than Tf� since it is acting on the high
speed�low torque port of transmission� and its e�ect on the
dynamics of the system is magni	ed by the gear ratio� The
transmission torque is measured directly by strain gauges
mounted on the �exspline �namely node cfs of Figure � ��
The torque balance� therefore� can be written as�

Twg �
�

N
�Tmeas� � Tf� � Tf� ���

in which the measured torque Tmeas � Tk � Tst� N is the
gear ratio� and Twg is the resulting torque of the wave gen�
erator� provided by the DC motor� Twg can be related to
the input current by 
����

Twg � Kmi� Jm � � Tfm ���
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� Comparison of output torque in simulations and experiments�
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Thus� the 	nal torque balance of the system is the follow�
ing�

Kmi�
�

N
Tmeas � Jeff  �wg � �Tfm � Tf� � Tf�� ���

in whichKm is the motor torque constant� Jeff is the e�ec�
tive input inertia� and Tfm is the motor friction� The gear
meshing friction torque is modelled as Coulomb� viscous
and Stribeck friction 
��� 
���� having velocity�direction�
dependent coe�cient� This can be represented by�

Tf� � Tvp
��wg u

��
� ��wg� � Tvn

��wg u
��
�� ��wg��

Tspsign�
��wg� u

��
� ��wg� � Tsnsign�

��wg� u
��
�� ��wg��

Tssp�sign�
��wg� u

��
� ��wg�e

�

�
��wg

Tssp�

�
�

�

Tssn�sign�
��wg� u

��
�� ��wg�e

�

�
��wg

Tssn�

�
�

���

where

u
��
�x� �

�
� if x � 
 if x � 

���

The Stribeck model for friction can capture the dynamics
of the friction at low velocities� Unlike compliance identi�
	cation� both constrained and free motion experiments are
employed to identify the friction model parameters� Free�
motion experiments are suitable for viscous and Coulomb
friction� while constrained�motion experiments operate the
system at low velocities which are ideal for Stribeck coe��
cient identi	cation� Free motion low�velocity experiments
are used as well� for Stribeck coe�cient identi	cation� The
experiment inputs are the same as that explained in DC
motor experiments� where for constrained motion case �
experiments� and for free motion case � experiments are
considered for each setup�
Equation � forms a linear regression model for the

high velocity experiments in the absence of the nonlinear
Stribeck terms� Viscous and Coulomb friction coe�cients
Tvp � Tvn � Tsp and Tsn � and the inertia Jeff is obtained from
least�Squares solution to this case� For low�velocity ex�
periment also� Equation � can provide a linear regression

if Tss� � Tssp� � Tssn� is assumed to be known� Table I
summarizes the estimated friction parameters of two har�
monic drives� and their consistency measure and Figure �
illustrates the output torque 	t obtained by the model for
four typical experiments� assuming 	xed Tss� � ��� The
consistency measure for all parameters are less than ���
which indicates the reliability of the estimated parameters�
It should be noted that in this regression model instead
of the internal system friction Tfm � Tf� and Tf� � the en�
tire friction of the system �Tf � Tfm � Tf� � Tf��� can be
identi	ed� This imposes no limitation on the identi	cation
procedure� since only the entire friction Tf is required for
the simulations�

It is important to note that the estimated Stribeck fric�
tion coe�cients are negative� which is in contrary to the
usual dynamics of friction reported at low velocities 
���

��� Nevertheless� this represents rising friction in harmonic
drives at low velocities and no stiction� verifying the man�
ufacturers claim 
��� This may be rationalized by the fact
that the main bulk of frictional losses in the harmonic drive
systems are due to the gear meshing but that� contrary to
other transmissions� a combination of elastic deformation
of the �exspline and gear teeth engagement contributes to
the velocity reduction� Therefore� the low�velocity experi�
ments in the harmonic drive transmission shows smoother
startup velocity when compared to other transmissions�
This is veri	ed by both constrained and unconstrained
motion experiments� where no stick�slip or stiction is ob�
served� The reliability of the negative Stribeck coe�cient
is assessed 	rst by the acceptable consistency measure for
the Stribeck coe�cients� and second by the similar results
obtained for the two di�erent harmonic drives�

IV� Modelling and Identification Verification

To verify the validity of the modelling scheme� simu�
lations of the system under constrained and free�motion
cases are developed in the Simulink� The equation of mo�
tion for each component of the system is integrated into a
simulation unit� and the simulation is initialized by down�
loading the identi	ed parameters� In order to compare the
simulation result of the integrated system to the experi�
ments� an experiment data 	le is also downloaded into the
simulation environment� Hence� using measured DC mo�
tor current of a typical experiment as an input to the sim�
ulation� the velocity and torque output of the simulated
system are compared to that of the experiment� By this
means the ability of the simulation to predict the dynamic
behaviour of the system is studied�

The output velocity and torque of the simulated system
are compared to typical experimental outputs in Figure ��
First the experimental signals are 	ltered using a 	fth�
order zero�phase distortion Butterworth 	lter� Therefore�
the torque ripples in free motion experiments� and the noise
on the measured velocity in constrained�motion experi�
ments are not displayed in Figure �� For the system under
free�motion� there is an almost perfect match for the ve�
locity� and a relatively good match for the torque curves�
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Fig� � Simulation veri�cation for system under free and constrained�
motion� Solid � Experiment� Dotted � Simulation

The perfect match between the simulation and experiment
velocity indicates the ability of the simulation to predict
the dynamic behavior of the system� Some oscillations are
observed in the simulated torque of the system which are
absent in the 	ltered experimental torque displayed in Fig�
ure �� The measured torque however� displays similar os�
cillation �torque ripples�� but with larger amplitude� It
should be mentioned that to have a model for accurate
prediction of the torque ripples requires a complex gear
meshing mechanism modelling� 
���� which is not pursued
in this research� Instead� as elaborated in 
���� a Kalman
	lter is employed to estimate the torque ripples� using sim�
ple harmonic oscillator model� Despite the simple model
used for the prediction� it is shown that Kalman 	lter can
accurately estimate the torque ripples�

For the system under constrained motion� the match be�
tween velocities is less accurate compared to that for the
free motion system� because of the smaller velocity signal
and hence smaller signal�to�noise ratio� However� the re�
sulting torques are quite similar and there is no torque
ripple observed for the constrained system� This accurate
match was veri	ed for more than twenty disparate experi�
ments for both harmonic drive testing stations� Extensive
results are provided for both constrained� and free�motion
experiments in 
���� The accurate match between simula�
tion and experiment for di�erent operating ranges indicates
the 	delity of the model to accurately predict the dynamic
behavior of the system and con	rms the e�ectiveness of
modelling and parameter identi	cation schemes to capture
the dynamics of the harmonic drive systems�

V� Parameter Sensitivity Study

The signi	cance of individual components of the non�
linear model is assessed by a parameter sensitivity study
using simulations� In this study� the simulation results of
the complete model and a series of simpli	ed models are
compared to the experiments� To examine the e�ect of
Coulomb and viscous friction� the free�motion simulation
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Fig� �� Comparison of the experiment with the complete and simpli�
�ed models� Solid � Experiment� Dash�dotted � Complete model�
Dashed � Simpli�ed model

of the system is employed� For a simpli	ed model� either
the Coulomb or the viscous friction coe�cient is set to zero�
and the simulation results of the complete and simpli	ed
model are compared to the experiment� Figure � illus�
trates the comparison results for a typical experiment� In
absence of either Coulomb or viscous friction the model is
not capable of accurately estimating the experimental re�
sult� Hence� we may conclude that accurate identi	cation
of Coulomb and viscous friction coe�cients signi	cantly
contributes to the accuracy of the simulations� Stribeck
friction� however� is only present in very low�velocity ex�
periments� and its e�ect in the typical experiment of Fig�
ure � is negligible� However� in applications where 	ne mo�
tions at low velocities are demanded� modelling and iden�
ti	cation of Stribeck friction is prominent�

To examine the e�ect of the compliance model the
constrained�motion simulation of the system is employed�
For simpli	ed models 	rst the sti�ness is reduced by one
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order of magnitude� and then the structural damping coef�
	cient is set to zero� while keeping all the other identi	ed
parameters of the model� Figure � illustrates the com�
parison results of the complete and simpli	ed models to
the experiment� It is observed in this 	gure that the lack
of accuracy in identifying the sti�ness parameter results
in larger velocity amplitude in the simulations� Further�
more� an inaccurate structural damping coe�cient results
in phase estimation error of the velocity� Therefore� both
sti�ness and structural damping estimation contribute sig�
ni	cantly into accuracy of the model�

VI� Conclusions

Based on experimental and theoretical studies� a system�
atic way to capture and rationalize the dynamics of the
harmonic drive systems is introduced� Simple and accu�
rate models for compliance� hysteresis� and friction are es�
tablished and model parameters are identi	ed using least�
squares approximation� A measure of consistency is de�
	ned� by which the reliability of the estimated parameter
for di�erent operating condition� as well as the accuracy of
the simple model is quanti	ed� From compliance modelling
results� it has been shown that identifying sti�ness and
structural damping together will resolve the reported dif�
	culties in determining the compliance parameters� More�
over� it has been shown that a linear sti�ness model best
captures the behavior of system when combined with a
good model for hysteresis� A simple static model for hys�
teresis is also introduced� and it is shown that this simple
model can replicate the hysteresis e�ect in harmonic drives
better than some other more complex dynamic models re�
ported in the literature� Friction losses of the harmonic
drive are modelled at both low and high velocities� From
experiments on two di�erent harmonic drives it is observed
that there is no stiction in the transmission� but rather a
rising friction acts at low velocities�

The model performance is assessed by a simulation veri�
fying the experimental results for both constrained� and
free�motion cases�The simulated velocity and torque of
the system is compared to experimental results for several
constrained� and free�motion experiments� An accurate
match between simulation and experiment for di�erent op�
erating ranges are obtained� which indicates the 	delity
of the model to accurately predict the dynamic behavior
of the system� Moreover� it con	rms the e�ectiveness of
modelling and parameter identi	cation schemes to capture
the dynamics of the harmonic drive systems� Furthermore�
the signi	cance of individual components of the nonlinear
model is assessed by a parameter sensitivity study� By
comparing the simulation results of the complete model
and a series of simpli	ed models to the experiment results�
it is concluded that accurate estimation of Coulomb and
viscous friction signi	cantly contributes to the accuracy of
the simulations� Finally� it is shown that both sti�ness and
structural damping are prominent for the accuracy of the
constrained�motion simulations�
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